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Let I be a perfect height 2 homogeneous ideal in a graded polynomial algebra over a field. By 
a ‘liaison’ method we construct new examples of such ideals I with prescribed Hilbert function 
and number of generators in each degree. 
Introduction 
Let Z be a homogeneous ideal in R, the (n + 1)-dimensional standardly graded 
polynomial algebra over a field. The number of forms of degree t, say v,, in any 
standard basis for Z(i.e., a homogeneous basis of minimal cardinality) depends only 
on 1. In case Z is perfect height 2 (i.e., R/Z is Cohen-Macaulay and (n - l)- 
dimensional), there are upper and lower bounds for vt formulated in terms of cer- 
tain numerical data attached to I, namely the Hilbert function of the algebra R/Z 
and the least degree /3 such that the forms in Z of that degree have no commun fac- 
tor. In fact the Hilbert function partially determines p: the function determines an 
interval of permissible values for the number. Those estimates of v, were discovered 
in [l], along with this solution of the problem raised by those results. 
Theorem. Let the triple (H, /3, N) satisfy the following conditions: 
H: a function that is eligible to be the Hilbert function of an algebra R/Z as above 
(in the sense discovered by Macaulay). 
p: a number compatible with H (in the sense alluded to above). 
N: a sequence of numbers compatible with H and p (as above). 
Then: in any case one can explicitly construct a standard basis consisting of 
monomials in two variables for an ideal Z such that (H, p, N) is the triple associated 
to I; and there exist solutions Z with R/Z reduced if n > 1 and the base field is infinite. 
The description of that algorithm which produces the monomial solutions is a 
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complicated combinatorial argument; the existence of those reduced solutions is 
then obtained by a rather obscure general position argument. 
This paper presents a much less complicated proof of that theorem-and more- 
by the methods of ‘liaison’. Loosely speaking, the idea is this. When an ideal I’ 
is ‘minimally linked’ to I, then it happens that the triple of numerical data 
(H’, p’, N’) attached to I’ becomes ‘minimally linked’ to the triple (ZZ, /I, N) attached 
to Z (see Section 2 for the definitions); and moreover, C N’(f) = C N(t) - 1. The key 
result is 2.5 below: if the triple (ZZ, /3,N) is ‘permissible’ (in the sense of the above 
theorem), then there exist permissible triples (H’, /?‘,N’) minimally linked to 
(ZZ, P,N). That opens the way for a simple inductively described algorithm to pro- 
duce monomial ideals Z with associated triple (ZZ, P,N). Moreover, that inductive 
argument can be arranged so that when n > 1 and the base field is infinite, a simple 
general position argument produces solutions Z with R/Z reduced. 
It is much more convenient to formulate these results and arguments with the 
‘Castelnuovo function’ C (the ‘derivative’ of order n - 1 of the Hilbert function H, 
cf. [4]). For that reason we work below entirely with triples of the form (C, P,N) 
rather than those of the form (H, P,N). 
1. Preliminaries and notation 
R denotes a standardly z-graded polynomial algebra in n + 12 2 variables over a 
field k; unless otherwise clear by context or explicit statement, ‘ideals’ of R are 
always nonzero, nonunit homogeneous ideals, and ‘forms’ are nonzero, nonunit 
homogeneous elements of R. 
Let t always denote a variable in Z and let R = C R,. Given any ideal Z= C Zt of 
R, we define a(Z) = min{ tr0: Z,#O} and if (the ‘height’ of I) ht(Z) > 1, /3(Z) = 
min{ t: GCD(Z,) = l> (GCD is the ‘Greatest Common Divisor’). Moreover, v,(Z) = 
dim,(Z,/R,Z,_,) is the number of forms of degree t in any standard basis of I; 
v(Z) = C v,(Z) is the number of forms in any standard basis of I. 
Let A be a standardly L-graded finitely generated k-algebra; H(A, -) denotes its 
Hilbert function: H(A, t) =dimkA,. Finally, A denotes the difference operator on 
maps f from i7 to Z: Af(t) =f(t) -f(t - 1). 
1.1. Observations. (a) Let S be a set of forms in an ideal Zof R, linearly independent 
mod R,Z. Then S is part of a standard basis for I; whence any homogeneous basis 
containing S also contains a standard basis including S. 
(b) For k infinite and p(Z) defined: given arcr(Z), bzp(Z), there exist FEZ, and 
G E Z,, with GCD(F, G) = 1. 
(c) Given an integer m and a map f from L to 77, define another such map g by the 
rule g(t)=f(m- t). Then dg(t)= -Af(n- t+ 1). Hence for every jE N, Ajg(t)= 
(-l)JAjf(m-t+j). 
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1.2. Definition-Observation (on Castelnuovo functions). (a) For I a perfect height 
2 ideal of R, C(R/I, -) (by definition the map d ‘- ‘H(R/I, -)) is, as Macaulay called 
it, an ‘elementary O-sequence’, or as we say, a ‘Castelnuovo function’. The abstract 
definition is the following: 
A map C from Z to IN is a Castelnuovo function provided that there exist integers 
a=a(C) and a=a(C) such that 1 sala and 
c(t) # 0 iff te [O,a- I]; 
c(t) = t + 1 if tc [O,a- I]; 
C(t)sC(t- 1) if t2a. 
For such C define PO(C) = min{ t: A C(h) < 0, with h E [t, a]}. Observe: a % /I0 5 a; 
for tr&, ola+t-1. 
(b) Given integers 1 I a I b, let T= a + b - 2 and define a map CQ,, from Z to N 
such that 
I 
t+1 if te [O,a- 11; 
c,,b(t) = a 
if te[a-- l,b- 11; 
T-t+1 if te[b,T]; 
0 otherwise. 
One easily checks these properties: C,b is a Castelnuovo function with a=a, 
a=a+b-1 and&=6; moreover, C&t)=C,,b(T-t),dC,,b(t)=-dC,,b(T-t+l) 
and 
r 1 if t=O or t=a+b; 
02C,,b(t)=d2C,,,(T-t+2)= 
! 
-1 if t=afb or t=bfa; 
_2 if t=a=b. 
0 otherwise.’ 
(c) Let C be a Castelnuovo function, asa, /&lb, a and b as above. It is easy 
to see that C(t) I Co, b(t) (Vt); C = C’,, b iff C(a + b - 2) # 0 iff o = a + b - 1. Suppose 
c+cu,b. Let T= a + b - 2 and define a map (cf. [6, (3)]) C’ from L to N by the rule 
c’(t) = c&t) - C(T- t) = C&T-t) - C(T- t). 
Then one straightforwardly verifies that C’ is a Castelnuovo function. Put 
a(C’) = a’; a(C’) = (3’; I_? = min{ t: C(t) # C, p(t)}. Straightforward computation 
shows: 
(i) a’<a+b-a- 1, equality if a=a; a’<a if a=a and bsa. 
(ii) a’=min{t: C(a+b-t-l)#C,b(a+b-t-l)}=a+b-d-l; a’cb, if a=a. 
1.3. Observation-Notation. Fix a perfect height 2 ideal I of R. Put C(t) = C(R/Z, t). 
Then C is a Castelnuovo function and a(C) =a(l). Put a= a(C); &=&,(C); 
a=o(l)=a(C); p=p(I); v,=v,(l); v=v(l). Then j?,,</Ila; ola+/I- 1; C(t)5 
C,p(t) (Vt); ~22 and v=2 iff a=a+p- 1 iff C=C,,. 
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Moreover, 
(a) For t~[a,a], max{-d2C,,p(t),-d2C(t))~v,r-dC(t)+dC,,~(t-1); 
(b) For t@[a,a], v,=O; 
(c) Assume 15 a5 b, FE R,, GE R,, GCD(F, G) = 1. If I= (F, G), in which case 
we say I is a complete intersection of type (a, b), then: C= C,,,; CY = a, p = b = PO; 
a=a+b-1; v,=vb=l if a#b; v,=2 if a=b; v,=O if t#u,b. 
(d) Assume I> (F, G) with F and G as in (c). Then a~ a, /Is b; {F, G} is part of 
a standard basis of Z if a = a and p = b; o I a + b - 1, with equality iff I = (F, G). 
(Proof: [l, (2.1)] for (a); 15, (3.7)] for (b); [5, (3.9)] for the rest.) 
1.4. Definitions. We consider triples ‘8 = (C, p, N) such that C is a Castelnuovo func- 
tion, /3 E N with PO(C) SDS a(C), Nis a map from z to N supported in [a(C), o(C)]. 
Definecr(@=cr(C),,&@=P, a(@=a(C); v(E?)=C {N(t): teZ}. For therest of 
this item put (Y = a(s), /?=/3(6’), CJ = o(g); vI =N(t). We say E? is permissible pro- 
vided that the following holds for all t E [a, CT]: 
(*I max{-d*C&(t),-d2C(t)}5v15-dC(t)fdCu,B(t-l). 
Observe: (*) = v,, vg > 0. 
For the rest of 1.4 assume E? is permissible. We define two special triples, which 
by 1.3 are clearly permissible. Let Z be a perfect height 2 ideal of R and let a, b be 
integers with 1 I as b. We define the permissible triples E?‘, and E?a,b as follows: 
gl: C(t) = C(R/Z, t); /I = /3(Z); v[ = v,(Z). 
ET &: C=C,,b; p=b; v,=vb=l if a#b; v,=2 if a=b; v,=O if t#a,b. 
Note that ‘6?=g1,B iff a= 1; 6?1=%,b iff Z is a complete intersection of type 
(a,b); v(g)z2, equality iff E?= g,b. 
@? is said to be trivial if ~(‘6) = 2. If ?? is trivial, then for any choice of linearly 
independent forms X and Y in RI, SY = E’,, where Z= (X”, Yp). 
In Section 3 we shall see that any ‘6’ is of the form BI, Z having a standard basis 
including Xa and Yp and consisting of monomials in X and Y. 
N.B. The notation ‘gl’ subsumes the hypothesis “I is a perfect height 2 ideal 
of R”. 
2. Minimally linked triples 
2.1. Definition-Recall (on liaison, cf. [lo]). Let Z be a perfect height 2 ideal of R 
properly containing Q, a complete intersection of type (a, 6). Let Jbe the ideal linked 
toZbyQ:J=(Q:Z)={x~R:xZ~Q}.ThenJ#Q;Jisperfectheight2;Z=(Q:J). 
If a = a(Z) and b =,8(Z), in which case we say J is minimally linked to Z, then, as the 
next proposition shows, g1 determines gJ (except for p(J), cf. 2.4 and 3.2) and vice 
versa. 
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2.2. Proposition. Let I and J be perfect height 2 ideals of R, J minimally linked to 
I. Put V?=gl; B’=i3’J; a=a(E?), a’=c~(g’), etc.; T=a+/3-2; s=a+P-t; d= 
min{t: C(t)#C,,a(t)}; u=min{tzl: v,+,+d%Y(a+t)>O}. Then 
(a) For all t: C’(t)=C,,,(t)-C(T-t)=C,,p(T-t)-C(T-t). 
(b) For te [a’,a’]: vl=O. 
(c)For tE[a’,o’]: v;=v,+d2C(s). 
(d) C’is a Castelnuovo function; a’=a+P-a-1</3; a’=a+P-a-l<a. 
(e) For Olt<a+P and t$[a’,a’]: v,+d2C(s)=0. 
(f) &rp-uca’. 
(g) v’=v- 1. 
Moreover: (d)-(g) are formal consequences of (a)-(c) and the fact that K? is per- 
missible and non-trivial, with a(C) = a and /3(C) =p. 
Proof. (a) is proved in [6, (3)], (b) in [5, (3.7)] as already recalled in 1.3. 
(c) follows from a result in [lo]. In fact, let 
V-l 
O+ lF, R(-nj)-l@l R(-d,)+R+R/Z-+O 
be a minimal resolution of R/Z (d,, . . . , d, are the degrees of a standard basis of I; 
cf. [lo], [ll] or [2] for more details). Then by [lo, $31, v’=v-1 andD,,...,D,_,, 
with Dj = a + j3 - ni, are the degrees in any standard basis for J. If ,LQ = #{ni: nj = t} 
(# means ‘cardinality’), the previous sequence becomes 
(*) O+,~OR(-i)~‘-,~OR(-i)Yf-+R-+R/Z+O. 
Applying the operator A”+’ to the alternating sum of the Hilbert functions of the 
modules in (0) shows (cf. [9, (l.l)]): 
,u,=v,+d2C(t) for each tzl. 
Thus, ift<a+p(i.e.szl), v~=#{Di:D~=t}=#{nj:a+~-ni=t}=~~=v~+d2C(s). 
(d) is a special case of 1.2(c). 
(e) If 1 <sla+P and se [a+ l,a+ 11, then we have v,=d2C(s)=0 if s>o+ 1; 
v,= -n2C(s) if s<ci, from the inequality 1.4(*). 
(f) Claim. /3-u=max{t: vi#O}. 
[Proof of Claim. Observe that p - u 2 0 (otherwise A2C(t) 5 0 for a + 15 t I a + j3). 
Then vj_.=v,+. + d’C(a + u) > 0. Conversely, let i>p - u: we show that v,! = 0. If 
i>o’, this follows from (b); if ira’, then vl=v,+p_,+d2C(a+P-i)=0 (if i</3, 
by definition of U; if irp, by a direct computation)]. 
In the proof of (f) we assume the notation A(t) = CQ,B(t) - C(t). The inequality 
@p- 24 is equivalent to C’(p- u - l)> ... > C’(a’- l), i.e. l(t)>A(t - 1) for 
d< t I a + u - 1. Assume otherwise there exists t such that A(t + 1) = A(t) > l(t - l), 
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with dzzt<a+u- 1. Since d2A(t+ l)<O, v~+~ > -d2C(t+ 1); by definition of U, 
t + 12 a + U: a contradiction. 
The inequality p- u I 0’ is equivalent to d < a + U. So we must show that vi + 
A2C(i)=0, for any isa. Since isa, 02C(i)Id2C,,p(i); moreover n2C,,p(i- l)= 
OC(i- 1). Hence the inequality 1.3(a) gives Vi= -d2C(i). 
Finally, for (g) apply (b), (c), (e) to calculate v’: 
v’= c {v;: a’5t5o’) = c {v,+d2C(s): 05s5a+j3} 
=v+ c {L12C(s): l slo+ l} =v-dC(l)=v- 1. 0 
2.3. Definition-Remark. For permissible triples % and E” with ‘19 non-trivial: E” is 
minimally linkedto 8 if they satisfy (a), (b), (c) of 2.2. So by 2.2(g), v(‘&“) = v(g) - 1 
if E” is minimally linked to g. 
Assume that %“= ‘I??~ is minimally linked to %; J linked to I by a complete inter- 
section of type (o(g), /3(g)). By 2.2, 
E?= %I iff (Y(E) = a(l) and /3(g) =p(I). 
2.4. Example. The reader can verify that the following data define a permissible triple 
?Z : C= (1,2,3,4,5,3,2); /I = 7; N(5) = 3, N(7) = 1. (Convention: we write the sequence 
of positive values of C and indicate the positive values of N.) Suppose g’ is a per- 
missible triple minimally linked to K?. Then: C’= (1,2,3,4,3,2); N’(4) = 2, N’(6) = 1. 
Hence: &,(C’) =4rb’16 = max{ t: N’(t) #O}. Observe that (C’, 6,N’) and (C’, 4,N’) 
are permissible, but (C’, 5,N’) is not; g3,s is the unique permissible triple minimally 
linked to (C’,6,N’); E?,,i is the unique permissible triple minimally linked to 
(C’, 4, N’). 
2.5. Theorem. Given any nontrivial permissible triple, there exist permissible triples 
minimally linked to it. 
2.6. Algorithm. The proof of 2.5 provides a simple (and easily programmable) 
numerical algorithm for generating a permissible triple E?’ minimally linked to a 
given non-trivial permissible triple g, namely: C’ and N’ are defined by the formulas 
of 2.2(a)-(c); /?‘=max{t: N’(t)#O}. 
Proof of 2.5. Given a nontrivial permissible triple E?= (C, P,N), let %” be defined 
as in 2.6. Note that /3’=p-u (cf. the claim in the proof of 2.2(f)). We must show 
that %” is a permissible triple. By 2.2(d),(f), C’ is a Castelnuovo function and 
&</3’<0’. Let r’=C,,,,~. It suffices to prove, for t E [a’, a’]: 
(A) max{ -A2r’(t), -A2C’(t)} 5 v;; 
(B) v;< -AC’(t) + AT’(t - 1). 
For t =a’, straightforward computations show that all the members of the in- 
equalities (A) and (B) are equal to (Y’+ 1 - C’(a’). 
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Assume a’< ISa (i.e. d+ 1 ~sscr). By using 2.2(c), (A) and (B) become: 
(A’) max{ -A*r’(t) -02C(.s), -A2C,,p(t)} 5 v,; 
(B’) v,%Q&s- l)-nC(s)+dZ-‘(t- 1) 
and by 1.4(+), 
Proof of (A’). If t #p’, then (*) gives (A’). So assume t =/I’; then s=o+ u and 
-02P(/Y)= 1. By definition of U, 1 -_*C(a+u)~v,+.. Hence we must only show 
that -d2C,,p(~+~)~v,+U. Thisisobviousifcx+u#/3;ifa+u=P,-d2Ca,P(j3)=1 
and v,+,= vP 2 1. This proves (A’). 
Proof of (B’). If dT’(t- l)?O, (B’) is proved by (*). The integer nr’(t- 1) is 
negative iff SE [a - cr’+ U, a+ u - 11; and in this range its value is - 1. So assume 
there exists s in that range and in [a + 1, a]. From the definition of U, v,= 
-OC(s)+dC(s-1); so the conclusion follows if OC(.s-l)~dC,,~(s-1)-l. This 
is certainly true since, for any integer i such that d I i I a + u - 1, we have d C, p (i) > 
AC(i) (otherwise, let i be the minimum for which OC,,,(i)sdC(i): then a<i, 
O*C,, B(i) <d2C(i), hence vi + A*C(i) > 0, which is impossible by definition of U. 0 
2.7. Definitions-Remarks. A (finite) sequence of permissible triples (Q(O), . . . , %‘@)) 
is said to be minimally finked provided that %(‘-I) is minimally linked to ‘IY(‘) 
(i>O). By 2.5, any such sequence can be extended ‘to the left’ so that the initial term 
becomes trivial; so any permissible triple ‘?Z is the final term of such a sequence having 
trivial initial term (in which case then, m = v(g) - 2). 
In discussing such a sequence, a(i) and p(i) will denote cr(K?((‘)) and p(‘?Z”‘), 
respectively. Observe that the entire sequence of permissible triples is completely 
determined by the initial term and the ‘double sequence’ of numbers (o(l), . . . , a(m); 
P(l), *** 7 /3(m)). Consequently, in the case of trivial initial term, the entire sequence 
is determined by the data (o(O), . . . , a(m); p(O), . . . , P(m)). 
A sequence of height 2 perfect ideals (I”‘, . . . , I’@) is said to be minimally linked 
provided that I(‘-l) is minimally linked to I(‘) (i>O). Such a sequence of ideals 
defines (in the obvious sense) a minimally linked sequence of permissible triples: 
e(‘) = %[(I,. 
The results of [l] mentioned in the introduction above are both generalized and 
simplified in Sections 3-4, where we show that every minimally linked sequence of 
permissible triples is defined by a minimally linked sequence of ideals. And we do 
more than prove existence. Given any sequence of permissible triples with trivial 
initial term, we describe explicitly, in terms of data (o(O), . . . , a(m); p(O), . . . , P(m)), 
standard bases for each of the ideals in a certain sequence of ideals defining the 
given sequence of triples. These new results are applications of the following 
technical proposition: 
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2.8. Proposition. Assume: %J is minimally linked to 6’; Jproperly contains a com- 
plete intersection Q of type (a(‘@, /3(g)). Let I= (Q : J). Then 
(a) g = gI if.7 P(I) = P(g); 
(b) fi(Z)=p(g) if there exist nonzero forms FE JacJj and L E Ra(gj_u(J,, with 
LFE Q. 
Proof. (a) By 2.3 it suffices to show that if p(1) =p(E?), then a(l)=a(%). It is 
enough to prove that C= C(R/Z, -). From 2.2(a), C(t) = C, B(t) - C’(T- t) = 
C,,,(t) - C(R/J, T- t) and from [6, (3)], C(R/I, t) = C,,,(t) - C(R/J, T- t). Done. 
(b) Clearly pip (in fact QcZ). Let now t<p and HEI,: we show that 
HELR (hence p(Z)<p). From the hypotheses, we can assume Q=(LF, G), with 
GE QP and GCD(LF, G) = 1. Since HJcQ, then HFEQ, say HF= ULF-t VG. 
Then (H- UL)F= VG and, since GCD(F, G)= 1, F divides V, say V=FW. So H= 
UL+ WC. Since t<P, W=O: hence HERL. 0 
3. Monomial ideals 
In this section we fix non-zero forms X, YE R1 with kX+ kY, and use the term 
‘monomial ideal’ in the following restricted sense: An ideal of R will be called a 
monomial ideal provided that it is generated by monomials in X and Y. Observe that 
if U, V are monomial ideals, then so is (U: V). 
3.1. Proposition. Suppose that g, is minimally linked to ‘i9; Ja (XacJ), YpcJ’). Let 
I= ((X0(“), Ypcg”)) : J). Then ‘&7 =6’, . 
Proof. Apply 2.8 with F=XacJ’ and L =X”(g)-a(J). 0 
3.2. Corollary. Every minimally linked sequence of permissible triples (?? (O’, . . . , 6’ (““) 
is defined by a sequence of monomial ideals (I”‘, . . . , I’“‘) such that I(‘) > (Xa@), YB(‘)) 
(ir0); I(“) is linked to Z (‘) by (Xaci), Ypci)) (i>O). (Consequently, in case g(O) is 
trivial, the sequence of ideals is uniquely defined by those two properties.) In par- 
ticular, every permissible triple is of the form Qt for some monomial ideal I. 
Proof. By 2.5, we may assume that E?(O) is trivial. Let I(‘)= (X’(O), Y8(‘)). Apply 3.1 
and iteration. q 
3.3. Construction of standard bases. For the purposes of this item we denote the 
monomial X”Yb by (a, 6). 
(a) Let Zand Jbe as in 3.1; cz = a(1); p=/?(Z); a’= a(J); p’=/3(J). Assume further 
that J is generated by the following set of monomials (clearly a standard basis for 
the ideal it generates): 
{(rt,s,): with l<t<h, a’=r,>...>r,=O and O=s,<.*.<sh=p’}. 
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Straightforward calculation shows that Z is generated by the following set of mono- 
mials (in the same way clearly a standard basis): 
{(a-‘r,P-St+,>: with O<t<h, ro=cr and ++I =p}. 
(b) Now let (O(O), .. . , tF(cm)) and (Z(O) , . . . , I(‘@) be as in 3.2 and assume that E?(O) is 
trivial. Applying (a) and iteration produces the following standard basis for I(‘). For 
llhli, let s(h)=C {(-l)‘cx(i-t):01tIh} and r(h)=C {(-1)1/3(i-t):Ort~h}. 
Then the standard basis for I(‘) is given by 
{(s(O), O>, (s(2), r(l)>, <s(4), r(3)), . . . , <s(i), r(i - l)), (s(i - l), r(i)>, 
(s(i - 3), r(i - 2)), . . . , (s(3), r(4)), (s(l), r(2)), (0, r(O))} if i=O (mod 2); 
{(s(O), O), (s(2), r(l)), (s(4), r(3)), . . . , W - I), r(i - 2)), WO, WA 
(s(i-2),r(i- I)),..., (s(3), r(4)), (s(l), r(2)), (0, r(O))} if i= 1 (mod 2). 
3.4. Example. We illustrate here the prescription of 3.3(b) with the sequence of per- 
missible triples generated by the algorithm 2.6 from the permissible triple @? of 2.4. 
For that sequence, 
(o(O), ‘*a, o(m); P(O), . . . 3 P(m)) = (3,495; 3,697). 
Then the monomial ideals Z(O), I(‘), Zc2) h ave the following standard bases: 
((3,0),(0,3)}, {(4,0),(1,3),(0,6)}, {(5,0),(4,1),(1,4),(0,7)}, i.e. Zco)=(X3, Y3>, 
Z(‘)=(X4,XY3, Y6) and Z(2)=(X5,X4Y,XY4, Y’). 
4. The geometric context 
In this section we assume that k is infinite-of course bearing in mind the case 
of algebraically closed k. So if J is an ideal of R with ht(.Z) > 1, then for sufficiently 
general FE JacJj and GE JPcJj, GCD(F, G) = 1. 
4.1. Proposition. Suppose K?, is minimally linked to 6’; J contains a complete inter- 
section P of type (a(J), /3(J)), with generators FE JUcJj and GE JgcJj. Put a = cx(%) 
and /3=/?(g). For LER,_~(~), EER~-~(~), let Q = (LF, EC) and Z= (Q : J). Then 
(a) Zf GCD(LF, EC) = 1, then g = @7t. 
(b) There exist products of linear forms L and E such that GCD(LF, EC) = 1. 
(c) Zf L and E are sufficiently general products of linear forms, then 
GCD(LF, EC) = 1. 
(d) Zf L and E are sufficiently general forms, then GCD(LF, EC) = 1. 
Proof. (a) obviously follows from 2.8; (b) is clear. (b) * (c) * (d) (a fortiori). 0 
From now on assume n > 1, in which case R is a homogeneous coordinate algebra 
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for P” = P”(k) and the ideals we have been considering define 2-codimensional 
arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay subschemes of P”. Consider especially the case 
n = 2, and take a complete intersection Q of type (a, p) defining a set of Orp distinct 
points in P2. Then if Z and J are linked by Q, the set of points defined by Z is exactly 
the set-theoretic complement in the set of a/I points to the set of points defined by J. 
4.2. Corollary. Under the hypotheses of 4.1, assume further that R/P (and hence 
R/J) is reduced. Then 
(a) For L and E sufficiently general products of linear forms, R/Q (and hence 
R/Z) is reduced. (Consequently, for arbitrary sufficiently general L and E, R/Q and 
R/Z are reduced.) 
(b) Suppose further that F and G are products of linear forms, in which case every 
primary component of P (and hence J) is generated by a 2-dimensional subspace 
of R,. Then for L and E sufficiently general products of linear forms, Q (and 
hence I) has the same property. 0 
4.3. Corollary. Zf k is infinite and n > 1, every minimally linked sequence of per- 
missible triples is defined (in the sense of 3.2) by a minimally linked sequence of 
ideals such that every primary component of each ideal in the sequence is generated 
by a 2-dimensional subspace of RI. In particular, any permissible triple Q is of the 
form gI, with R/Z reduced. 
Proofs. 4.3 is an obvious consequence of 4.2. 4.2(a) follows from 4.1 and the well 
known fact (cf. [12, Theorem 121) that all sufficiently general hyperplane sections 
of a reduced and irreducible hypersurface are reduced. (For X a sufficiently general 
linear form, (XF, G) = (X, G)n(F, G) and R/(X, G) is reduced; so R/(XF, G) is 
reduced.) 4.2(b) should be clear, but see 4.4(a) for further clarification. 0 
4.4. Observations. (a) Let A =A’UA” be a finite subset of R, with n’nn”=0; 
A’f0; /l”#0. Define: F=n {LIEA’}; G=n [L”EA”}; Q=(F,G). 
Then R/Q is reduced and (n - I)-dimensional iff every two members of /1 are k- 
linearly independent and (kL’ + kL”) fl A = {L’, L” ) (L’ E A’, L” E A “); and when this 
is the case, the primary components of Q are precisely the ‘linear’ prime ideals 
(L’,L”} (L’EA’,L”EA”). 
(b) Fix a basis (X, Y,Z} for a 3-dimensional subspace of R, and two non-empty 
finite subsets A and B of k. Then let Q=(F, G), where F= n {X-aZ: aEA} and 
G = n { Y- bZ: b E B}. So Q satisfies the criterion of (a). Assume further that n = 2. 
Then {X, Y, Z} becomes a set of homogeneous coordinates for P2; Q becomes the 
homogeneous ideal of V= V(Q) (the subscheme of P2 defined by Q) which is the 
pointset {(a, b, 1): (a, b) EA x B); any nonempty subset, say W, of V is also a sub- 
scheme of lP2, and its homogeneous ideal is exactly the intersection of the primary 
components of Q defined by the points of W. Suppose further that W# V; Zdenotes 
the ideal of W; J denotes the ideal of W’, the set-theoretic complement of Win V. 
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Then (obviously) Zand J are linked by Q; that is, schemewise, Wand W’ are ‘linked’ 
by the complete intersection V. 
4.5. Construction of examples in P*. Given a minimally linked sequence of per- 
missible triples (6”‘, . . . , ‘I??(~)) with f??(O) trivial, using 4.1(a), (4.4) and iteration, 
one straightforwardly defines a sequence of pointsets (W(O), . . . , WC’@) in Ip* ‘mini- 
mally linked’ (in the obvious sense) and ‘defining’ the given sequence (also in the 
obvious sense). Fix two subsets of distinct elements of k, of cardinality a(m) and 
P(m), respectively, say {ai, . . . ,aaCm)} and {b,, . . . , bbcm,>. For each i, let A;= 
{aj:jlCr(i)); Bj={bj:j<p(i)]; K be the pointset defined byAiand Bi, according 
to the prescription of 4.4(b); Vi be 6 if i= 0, otherwise the complement of I’_, in 
I$. Then the desired sequence is defined by 
~(‘)=U{b’~:j<i, j=i (mod2)). 
Let I(‘) be the homogeneous ideal of W (i). With {X, Y, 2) as in 4.4, proceeding in- 
ductively as in 3.3, it is straightforward to develop explicitly a standard basis for I(‘) 
consisting of polynomials which are products of subsets of (X- ajZ: jg a(i)} and 
{Y-bjZ: jsp(i)). In fact, let Lj=X-UjZ, Ej= Y-bjZ(l~i~a(m),l~j~P(m)): 
it suffices to transform every monomial (T,s) in the standard basis of I(‘) in 3.3(b) 
into the product of linear forms L, . . . L,.E, . . . Es, 
Finally observe that even for the case n > 2, the sequence of ideals defined by these 
bases is a minimally linked sequence of ideals defining the given sequence of per- 
missible triples. 
4.6. Example. Here we illustrate the prescriptions of 4.5 with the sequence con- 
sidered in 3.4, for which 
(a(O), . . . , a(m); P(O), .. . , P(m)) = (3,495; 3,697). 
Assume a,, . . . , as, b,, . . . , 6, be elements of k, as in 4.5. We have 
- W(“)=Uo={(a,,bj, l), l~i, js3) and Z”‘=(F,G), with F=LlL2L3, G= 
E,Z.&%; 
- Wcl)=U1={(a,,bj,l), lIjS6}U{(a;,bj,l), lsis3,4sjs6} and Z(i) = 
(FL43 L&&&6, GE&&); 
- W(*~=U0UU2=U0U{(u5,bj,1), 11j17}U{(a;,b,,l), l~i~6) and Z(*)= 
(Z%,L,,FL,E,, &GE,, GE&&&). 
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